The Fargo Public Library Summer Reading Program officially starts Monday, June 3, 2019. You will receive a planet pin for every 5 hours you read up to 45 hours. Record the time you read using the inside of the Reading Log. In addition to silent or individual reading, listening to audiobooks, reading out loud at storytimes also count towards your total time. Both print books and ebooks (read on a device like a tablet or Kindle) qualify for the program. To earn a book, you must read for a total of 20 hours and complete the required reading log and challenge answer sheet. To complete the Reader’s Challenge, turn this reading log into library staff when you have completed 45 hours of reading and the Reader’s Challenge answer the questions and finish the activities listed below. When you have completed 45 hours of reading and the Reader’s Challenge, the library staff will give you a sticker to place in the circles at the bottom of this page with a photo of yourself by Aug. 10, 2019. You are a GREAT READER when you attend a library event, donate food or toiletry items, complete the Fargo History Hunt, or complete an activity sheet. To have your picture and/or name in The Forum: any child who reads, or is read to, for a total of 20 hours is eligible for a photograph. The photograph will appear in The Forum on or after Aug. 10, 2019. Portrait shots like school photos are preferred. (Photos not returnable.) You will receive a planet pin for every 5 hours you read up to 45 hours. Record the time you read using the inside of the Reading Log. In addition to silent or individual reading, listening to audiobooks, reading out loud at storytimes also count towards your total time. Both print books and ebooks (read on a device like a tablet or Kindle) qualify for the program. To earn a book, you must read for a total of 20 hours and complete the required reading log and challenge answer sheet. To complete the Reader’s Challenge, turn this reading log into library staff when you have completed 45 hours of reading and the Reader’s Challenge, the library staff will give you a sticker to place in the circles at the bottom of this page with a photo of yourself by Aug. 10, 2019. You are a GREAT READER when you attend a library event, donate food or toiletry items, complete the Fargo History Hunt, or complete an activity sheet. To have your picture and/or name in The Forum: any child who reads, or is read to, for a total of 20 hours is eligible for a photograph. The photograph will appear in The Forum on or after Aug. 10, 2019. Portrait shots like school photos are preferred. (Photos not returnable.)

On a clear night, go outside and see if you can identify a constellation. Ones that are easy to spot are the Big Dipper, Oriole, Cassiopeia. How many stars are in the Big Dipper constellation? __________________________________________________________________________ How often is Halley’s Comet visible from Earth? __________________________________________________________________________ On clear night, go outside and look at the moon. Record the date, time, and moon phase. Draw a quick sketch of what you see. What country invented the first rocket? __________________________________________________________ In 2006, Pluto was reclassified from a planet to a __________________________________________________________________________ List all three of the astronauts who took part in the historic Apollo 11 moon landing on July 20, 1969. 1. _______________________________________________________ 2._______________________________________________________ 3.________________________________________________________ Draw a picture of an alien from your favorite planet.
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Fill in an image for every 20 minutes you read. Begin below with the sun (5 Hours) and move around the solar system. At each planet, come in for your planet pin. When you reach Earth, come in for your prize book.

Start Here - 5 Hours

Mercury - 10 Hours

Venus - 15 Hours

Earth - 20 Hours
You've earned your book!

Mars - 25 Hours

Jupiter - 30 Hours

Saturn - 35 Hours

Uranus - 40 Hours

Neptune - 45 Hours

End Here
You've read your way through the solar system!